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Toronto, December 7, 2021

University of Toronto Press Welcomes Two New Academic
Journals
University of Toronto Press Journals is pleased to announce the publication of the first issues of
Theatre Research in Canada and Urban History Review since joining the UTP Journals publishing
program in 2020.

“We are delighted to officially welcome Theatre Research in Canada and Urban
History Review to the UTP Journals collection with the publication of their first
issues under the UTP umbrella,” says Antonia Pop (Vice President, University of
Toronto Press Journals). “These two journals are vital resources in their fields and
make a significant contribution to UTP’s long-standing tradition of scholarly
publishing excellence. We are excited to share the crucial research published in
these new issues.”

Theatre Research in Canada (TRIC) plays an active role in broadening the
parameters of theatre scholarship, through engagement with multi- and
interdisciplinary research; studies of specific cultural groups and intercultural
exchange; investigations of new and emergent technologies; and explorations
of theatricality and performativity beyond the traditional contexts of theatre
and drama. The journal was founded as Theatre History in Canada over 40
years ago at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies within
the University of Toronto. TRIC officially became part of University of Toronto
Press’s Journals Division in July 2020. utpjournals.press/tric

Urban History Review (UHR), founded in 1972, is the longest publishing journal
in urban history in North America. UHR serves as a vehicle for the exchange
of information, theories, and techniques relating to the development of urban
communities over time. UHR examines the historical development of urban
Canada in a broad sense, with particular emphasis on current research on
Canadian towns and cities, developing topics and methods needed for studying
urban places, and the reliability and interpretation of research materials. As
such, UHR aims to bring together the various disciplinary perspectives that exist
in the broad field of urban studies. UTP Journals is thrilled to welcome UHR to
its program as it approaches its fiftieth anniversary. utpjournals.press/uhr

RECENT ADDITIONS
Other recent additions to the UTP Journals collection include:
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION
HUMAN RESOURCES
utpjournals.press/jehr

JEHR (formerly the Journal of School
Public Relations) leverages the
capacity of the collective academic
and professional practitioner
community to help solve some of
the most pressing human resource
problems in education.
4 issues per year Online only

JOURNAL OF
COMPARATIVE FAMILY
STUDIES
utpjournals.press/jcfs

Promoting a better understanding
of both intra- and inter-ethnic
family interaction essential for
all multicultural societies, JCFS
publishes articles from social
science researchers around
the world.
4 issues per year Online only

For more information about our collection of journals, including 21 complete online journal archives,
please visit our website utpjournals.press.
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About University of Toronto Press
University of Toronto Press is Canada’s leading academic publisher and one of the largest university
presses in North America. The Journals Division has built a strong reputation for excellence in
scholarship and innovation in publishing. We work hand-in-hand with world-class authors, editors
and scholarly societies to publish 40+ journals in a variety of disciplines, including the humanities,
social sciences, and medicine. We are passionate about high-quality content, digital distribution, and
the success of scholarly journals and are making major strides forward in areas such as online peer
review systems and multimedia publishing, such as videos and podcasts.
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